Most commonly used inductive rule learning algorithms employ a hill-climbing search, whereas local pattern discovery algorithms employ exhaustive search. In this paper, we evaluate the spectrum of different search strategies to see whether separate-and-conquer rule learning algorithms are able to gain performance in terms of predictive accuracy or theory size by using more powerful search strategies like beam search or exhaustive search. Unlike previous results that demonstrated that rule learning algorithms suffer from over-searching, our work pays particular attention to the interaction between the search heuristic and the search strategy. Our results show that exhaustive search has primarily the effect of finding longer, but nevertheless more general rules than hill-climbing search. Thus, in cases where hillclimbing finds too specific rules, exhaustive search may help, while in others it may lead to over-generalization.
Introduction
Most classification rule learning algorithms use hillclimbing as their method for greedily adding conditions to a rule, whereas local pattern discovery algorithms, such as association rule or subgroup discovery often use some form of exhaustive search. Beam search can be viewed as a means for trading off between these two. The question that we pose in this paper is how the quality of the found theories changes with increased search effort.
Several authors have previously observed a phenomenon called over-searching, which essentially says that increased search effort will not only not improve the results but may even lead to a decrease in accuracy. For example, Murthy and Salzberg [19] have found that increasing the look-ahead in decision tree induction will typically no longer improve the results, and may also produce larger and less accurate trees. Specifically for inductive rule learning, it was shown by Quinlan and Cameron-Jones [21] sarily lead to better predictive accuracy. However, this work was limited to the use of a single heuristic for evaluating rules, the Laplace error.
Following this direction, our work aims at reevaluating the over-searching problem for a variety of other heuristics. Note that we do not exhaustively search for complete theories, only for the best rule inside a covering loop. The computational demands of searching for complete theories are far beyond the mechanism that only generates all rules, and will, in general, be impractical. Therefore we concentrated on evaluating different strategies for searching a single rule and combine them into a rule-based theory via a covering loop.
The key difference to previous work is that we evaluate nine different heuristics which have been recently evaluated for heuristic search [13] . Most of them are well-known in this context, but have not been used for exhaustive search before. Collectively, they span a wide variety of different biases for evaluating a single rule.
We will show that the search mechanism is interweaved directly with the search heuristic. Our results confirm the previous results, but we argue that the oversearching phenomenon depends on the used heuristic. This paper gives evidence that, for several search heuristics, a complete search does not only result in a smaller theory, as also observed in [21] , but also in a more accurate one. This is particularly likely to happen for heuristics that perform badly in hill-climbing search, while other heuristics, that perform rather well, will lead to a decrease in performance when used in exhaustive search. The main conclusion that we will draw from this investigation is that heuristics that are tailored to hillclimbing search also have to capture the potential that the current rule can be refined in to a rule with a high predictive quality, whereas rule evaluation in exhaustive search can focus only on the evaluation of the rule quality itself. We believe that it is mainly this aspect that is responsible for the observed performance differences.
We start with a brief recapitulation of separate-andconquer rule learning, and, in particular, describe our implementation in some detail. In Section 3, we discuss the three different search strategies, and in Section 4 the rule learning heuristics that we used for our study. The
Algorithm 1 FindBestRule(Examples,h)
InitRule = ∅ InitVal = EvaluateRule(InitRule,Examples,h) BestRule = <InitVal,InitRule> Rules = {BestRule} while Rules = ∅ Candidates = SelectCandidates(Rules, Examples) Rules = Rules \ Candidates for Candidate ∈ Candidates Refinements = RefineRule(Candidate, Examples) for Refinement ∈ Refinements Eval = EvaluateRule(Refinement,Examples,h) NewRule = <Eval,Refinement> Rules = InsertSort(NewRule, Rules) if NewRule > BestRule BestRule = NewRule Rules = FilterRules(Rules, Examples) return(BestRule) experimental setup is described in Section 5 and the results of the experiments are presented in Section 6. Section 7 gives a conclusion of the work conducted in this study.
Separate-and-Conquer Rule Learning
The goal of an inductive rule learning algorithm is to automatically learn rules that allow to map the examples of a domain to their respective classes. Algorithms differ in the way they learn individual rules, but most of them employ a separate-and-conquer or covering strategy for combining rules into a rule set [8] . For the sake of the reproducibility of the results, we use this section to describe our particular implementation. It can be safely skipped by readers that are primarily interested in the experimental results.
2.1 Overview of the strategy Separate-andconquer rule learning can be divided into two main steps: First, a single rule is learned from the data (the conquer step) by a procedure called FindBestRule. Following [8] , Algorithm 1 shows a generic version of this procedure which can be instantiated into various specific search algorithms. In particular, it can simulate the three strategies that we will describe in Section 3.
The procedure FindBestRule searches the hypothesis space for a rule that optimizes a given quality criterion h. It maintains Rules, a sorted list of candidate rules, which is initialized with an empty set of conditions. New rules will be inserted in appropriate places (InsertSort), so that Rules will always be sorted in decreasing order of the heuristic evaluations h, which are determined by EvaluateRule. At each cycle, SelectCandidates selects a subset of these candidate rules, which are then refined using RefineRule. In our case, a refinement is the addition of an attribute-value test. Each refinement is evaluated and inserted into the sorted Rules list. If the evaluation of the NewRule is better than the best rule found previously, BestRule is set to NewRule. FilterRules selects the subset of the ordered rule list that will be used in subsequent iterations, and, when all candidate rules have been processed, returns the best encountered rule. The three search strategies used in this paper, hill-climbing, beam search and exhaustive search, can be realized by allowing FilterRules to let only the best b refinements pass for the next iteration (b is the beam width, b = 1 results in hill-climbing search, and b = ∞ produces an (inefficient) exhaustive search). For hill-climbing and beam search, SelectCandidates will always return all Rules, whereas an exhaustive search will only look at the first element in this sorted list.
Then, the main covering loop removes all examples that are covered by the learned rule from the training set (the separate step), and the next rule is learned on the remaining examples. These two steps are repeated as long as positive examples are left in the training set. This ensures that every positive example is covered at least by one rule (completeness) and no negative example is included (consistency). In the current implementation certain degrees of incompleteness and inconsistencies are allowed. That is, if some simple pruning criterias hold as described in the next section. The origin of this strategy is the AQ-Algorithm [18] but it is still used in many algorithms, most notably in Ripper [5] , arguably one of the most accurate rule learning algorithm today.
Implementation
For our experiments, we implemented a simple separate-and-conquer algorithm with a top-down strategy for selecting individual rules. The process of searching for single rules follows closely the general procedure described in Algorithm 1. At the moment, the algorithm can only handle nominal attributes, we are currently working on an implementation that can also use numeric attributes.
The algorithm could be run with different heuristics and is able to handle multi-class problems by employing a simple one-against-all class binarization where the classes are ordered in ascending frequency. Thus all instances that belong to the current class are treated as positive examples and all other examples represent the negative class label. When the algorithm has finished learning c − 1 of c classes it predicts the most frequent class (the last one) as default class. For classification of a new example, the rules in the (decision) list are checked in sequence whether they cover the example or not and the first one that "fires" is used to classify the example so that the following rules are not checked any more. If no rule in the list covers the example the default class is predicted. The heuristic value of this default rule is also used as a minimum quality measure for all rules (each candidate rule has to be better than the default rule). If no rule could be found that outperforms the default rule the theory remains empty. Examples where attribute values are missing are treated as instances that are never covered by a rule. For rules with equal evaluation a tie breaking on the covered positive examples is done. This is especially important for the heuristic Precision and is discussed in detail in Section 6.5. If this tie breaking step still leads to equal rules, the next mechanism is to tie break the length of the rules. If the length is also equal the algorithm selects a rule randomly.
Our algorithm does not feature a special pruning or optimization phase. Nevertheless some pruning is done in both loops: the outer covering loop does not add the rule BestRule to the theory if the rule returned by FindBestRule is empty or if it covers fewer positive than negative examples. When the negative coverage is higher than the positive a rule will never increase the accuracy of the theory. The procedure FindBestRule stops refining the current rule NewRule if no negative examples are covered or a simple forward pruning criterion fires.
Forward pruning (also called "pruning with optimistic value" in [23] ) is used to cut off subtrees of the search space without losing performance. In the used implementation it works as follows: Assume the current rule NewRule covers p positive and n negative examples.
The best hypothetical refinement of this rule would be a rule F P runedRule that covers p positives (does not lose a positive) and 0 negatives (excludes all negatives). Thus, if h(F P runedRule) ≤ h(BestRule), NewRule is not inserted into Rules, and not further refined.
Search Strategies
Most global rule learning algorithms employ a hillclimbing strategy [5, 16] , which starts with a rule that covers all examples (the empty rule) and evaluates all possible conditions as candidate extensions of the rule. The best extension according to some heuristic measure is selected and added to the rule. This is repeated until no condition improves the heuristic measure (e.g., when no negative example is covered).
On the other hand, association rule discovery typically is performed via an exhaustive search that discovers all patterns that satisfy a given set of constraints. In the simplest case, this can be used for rule induction by repeatedly generating all possible rules and selecting the one that is the best extension to the current rule set. Hill-Climbing is fast, but may get stuck in local optima, whereas exhaustive search will find a global optimum, but is slow. To trade off between these two methods, we can use beam search, which uses a parameter b to determine how many rules are refined in a single steps. Beam search with b = 1 is equivalent to hill-climbing, whereas b = ∞ corresponds to exhaustive search.
Hill-Climbing
Hill-climbing represents the instantiation of a beam search with beam size b = 1. The advantage of this method clearly lies in its efficiency concerning both memory and time issues. The disadvantage is that the search can be stuck in a local optimum without finding the global optimum. Note that for any refinement process there is exactly one path through the search space. In the first step of the FindBestRule procedure all attribute-value pairs are generated and evaluated. Until then the used conditions are stored so that they are not generated twice. Note that now the refinement process is terminated because the set of possible attributes has been exhausted. The rule that is returned is not necessarily the last one generated (A ∧ D ∧ B ∧ C → CLASS) since other rules along the refinement path could have a higher evaluation value and would be returned instead.
Beam Search
Beam search is useful for avoiding situations where a locally optimal choice is globally suboptimal. The idea is simply to refine b rules simultaneously. The beam size b may be viewed as a parameter that allows to trade off between hill-climbing and exhaustive search: b = 1 corresponds to hillclimbing, while for b → ∞, beam search turns into an exhaustive search. There is some work on determining a good beam size for a single dataset [21] but it is still an open question how to choose b. In our experiments we tested the beam sizes 1, 2, 4, . . . , 2 i , . . . , 2048. Our implementation of the beam search generates all attribute-value pairs in each step but only adds a rule if it is not contained in the current beam. Thus, the search space is basically unordered due to many possible refinement paths starting from different attribute tests. Therefore, the algorithms only store what attributes are already used for one single rule because for nominal attributes a test of an attribute should only occur once in a rule. Figure 1 also shows an example for beam search with a beam size b = 2. Assume the same start situation as in the example before. Beam search is able to both refine A and B. It adds conditions in the same way as done in hill-climbing. At last, both rules contain the same 4 conditions. In this case, as described above, the second one would not be added to the current beam. Instead, the rule with the second best evaluation is included in the beam.
Exhaustive Search
There are some global rule learning systems that incorporate an exhaustive search, most notably OPUS [23] . The naive implementation sketched in Section 2.1 suffers from the problem that the same rule can be reached over multiple refinement paths, as also shown in Figure 1 . Presumably for this reason, Quinlan and Cameron-Jones did not include a true exhaustive search into their comparison, but used 
Meta-learned = meta-learned combination of p, n, P and N a maximum beam width of 512.
We implemented a more efficient version, based on the ordered search algorithm of the OPUS o rule learner. As shown in Figure 2 , the algorithm only generates each rule once, and therefore does not have to check if it is already contained in the beam. Thus, the computational demands of the exhaustive search are much smaller than those of a beam search with b → ∞ because the latter may generate multiple paths that end in the same refinement.
Rule Learning Heuristics
A rule learning heuristic is a function h that evaluates candidate rules in the search process. On the one hand, rules must be evaluated by their own predictive power, on the other hand, a rule with a bad predictive power may still be a good search node if the rule can be refined into a powerful rule.
Most commonly used heuristics base the evaluation of a rule r on its coverage statistics on the training set. A good heuristic should, on the one hand, maximize the number of positive examples p that are covered by the rule (coverage), and, on the other hand, the rule should cover as few negative examples n as possible (consistency). A simple way of achieving both objectives is to subtract the number of covered negatives from the covered positives, resulting in h Accuracy = p − n.
1 Other heuristics employ more complex ways to reach these two objectives.
In this study, we experimented with the 9 heuristics shown in Table 1 , which are discussed in more detail in [9] . Our reasons for making this particular selection were that, on the one hand, we wanted to include heuristics that have been used before in Separate-andConquer algorithms, but, on the other hand, we also intended to get a wide selection of different selection biases. Precision, for example, tends to learn many rules which usually contain a lot of conditions. On the contrary, Weighted Relative Accuracy (WRA) [15] often settles for very few rules that are overly general [22, 13] . Correlation, as another example, computes the correlation coefficient between the predicted and the target labels. It shows a good performance in inductive rule learning algorithms [7] but also for evaluating association rules [2, 25] . In this sense, each heuristic implements its own strategy for navigating the search process in the right direction.
Two heuristics, m-estimate [3] and the relative costs measure [9] , have parameters which may be viewed as a means for trading off between optimizing consistency and coverage. In a recent study [13] , we have optimized the parameters of these heuristics for hillclimbing search. Based on these results, we will use the settings m = 22.466 for the m-estimate, and c = 0.342 for the cost measure.
The last heuristic tries to predict the out-of-sample precision of the final rule, based on training set characteristics of the current rule. It has been meta-learned using linear regression on various characteristics of the training set, such as the positive and negative coverage, the precision of the rule, the class distribution of the problem, etc. For a detailed description of this heuristic and the experimental setup in which it was obtained, we refer to [12] .
It should be noted that classical rule evaluation metrics typically focus on evaluating the discriminatory power of a rule. However, if we consider the learning of a rule as a search problem, as we do in this work, a rule should rather be evaluated by its potential of being refined into such a rule. In particular for the parametrized and meta-learned heuristics mentioned above, the parameter has been optimized in the context of a hill-climbing algorithm, and will implicitly take this into account.
Experimental Setup
Our goal was to evaluate the predictive performance of different heuristics on a large number of data sets with different beam sizes. To illustrate the effects of increasing beam sizes we also experimented with a rule learner that only learns one single rule for each class. Ideally, these effects are illustrated best on datasets where local minima occur or which are hard to learn. As there are some datasets that show strong performance variations among different beam sizes, we also include some plots of individual datasets.
Some of the commonly used UCI datasets [1] were too big to use (in terms of attribute-value pairs and classes) due to the vast memory demands of larger beam sizes. The datasets we used were autos-d, balloons, breast-cancer, breast-w-d, bridges2-d, colic.ORIG-d, contact-lenses, hayes-roth, hepatitis-d, monk1, monk2, monk3, mushroom, primary-tumor, promoters, solarflare, soybean, tic-tac-toe, titanic, vote-1, vote, zoo. We focused on datasets with primarily nominal attributes, but also included some that contained numeric attributes (marked with the suffix "-d"). In this case, the numeric attributes were discretized into 10 different values, using equal-width discretization.
On each dataset, a 10-fold stratified cross validation as implemented in Weka [24] was used to obtain performance statistics for all different combinations. As a crude measure for comparing the performance of heuristics we use the average fraction of correctly classified examples over all datasets. However, we will also look at the behavior of individual datasets. We do not report training set accuracy, as it will typically increase with increased search effort. Nevertheless, some conclusions about training set accuracy are drawn in Section 6.5.
Finally, we also report runtime measurements, and the size of the learned theory in terms of the total number of conditions.
Results
This section provides a detailed discussion of our empirical study. We examine each heuristic in terms of the predictive accuracy and size of the learned theories (Section 6.1). Thereafter, in Section 6.2, we discuss the complexity and accuracy of single rules. To illustrate how the rules change when they are searched more exhaustively we also included a version of the algorithm where the outer covering loop is removed, so that only a single rule is learned for each class. Subsequently, we discuss some results on individual data sets (Section 6.3), and also compare the runtimes of the different methods (Section 6.4). Finally, we will discuss the interaction of covering algorithms with deep search algorithms (Section 6.5). Figure 3 displays the results in terms of accuracy (left y-axis, solid (red) line) and number of conditions (right y-axis, dotted (blue) line) for all heuristics. The x-axis displays the varied beam sizes in logarithmic scaling. A beam size of 10, 000 is used for denoting exhaustive search in the graph (but the search was performed in a truly exhaustive fashion, as described in Section 3.3).
Varying the Beam Size
The individual results differe considerably. Some heuristics show a clear profit of the simultaneous refine- (i) Meta-learned ment of more than one search path. Precision, for example, remains at the same performance level (with some fluctuation) and simultaneously decreases the theory size. This is a bit surprising, as one might expect that exhaustive search will be more likely to discover overfitting rules that cover only a few positive and no negative examples, but are chosen because they have a higher precision than any other rule that covers some negative examples. Part of the explanation is that we use positive coverage as a tie breaker when multiple rules have the same evaluation (cf. Section 2.2), which means that we will always find the pure rule with the highest coverage. As we will observe later (in Section 6.2), this results in longer rules that nevertheless have a higher coverage than the rules found by hill-climbing. This effect is particularly pronounced for precision, but can also be observed for other heuristics, where the tie-break rule does not play such a prominent role. Laplace shows much more fluctuation than Precision and more exhaustive search ends up with a lower accuracy than the simple hill-climbing. This, essentially, confirms the results of [21] . Interestingly, contrary to the results of Precision, the theory size seems to increase steadily (with the exception of the outlier for a beam size of 2). However, both Precision and Laplace arrive at very similar theories with about 65 conditions on average, and an average predictive performance of about 78.2% (note that the scales of the graph differ not only on an absolute scale but also relative to the two curves). Apparently, while the Laplace measure is effective in preventing overfitting for hill-climbing algorithms, its performance degrades to the performance of Precision when used with exhaustive search.
The results of the m-Estimate in terms of accuracy are quite similar to those of Laplace, except that at all beam sizes, it learns much smaller and more accurate theories. The m-Estimate does not show strong fluctuations in theory size like Laplace. Contrary to the latter it ends up with a smaller theory. Note that the m-value that we are using in these experiments has been tuned in a hill-climbing algorithm, which may, in this case, be partly responsible for the observed performance degradation for higher beam sizes. One noticeable difference is that the larger theory sizes at lower beam sizes appear to be systematic here.
Weighted Relative Accuracy (WRA), on the other hand, is a very stable heuristic. The reason for this behavior is that it effectively over-generalizes as shown in [22] . It learns by far the smallest theories (only about 6.5 conditions on average), with a performance that lags considerably behind the performance of the other heuristics. Thus, the optimal rules are typically found at very shallow search depths and comparably small beam sizes. Accuracy is much less stable and shows fluctuations throughout the entire range. Its worst behavior is with beam sizes of about 10 to 100. The behavior of the Relative Cost Measure (RCM) [9] , which is a generalization of WRA to arbitrary linear costs between the true positive rate and the false positive rate, is quite similar to the behavior of the m-Estimate. This, however, is not surprising, because its parameter has also been optimized for hill-climbing, and effectively realizes a quite similar heuristic as the optimal choice of the m parameter. This has been previously noted by inspection of the coverage space isometrics of both heuristics [13] , and is confirmed here.
For Odds Ratio, we can observe a steady increase in accuracy with increasing beam sizes. For the theory size we can see that it first decreases strong but then it gets bigger and ends up in about 4 conditions less than with hill-climbing. Here, exhaustive search clearly helps to discover better theories.
Interestingly all three heuristics that were optimized for hill-climbing (m-estimate, relative cost measure (RCM), and the Meta-learned heuristic) do not perform well under deeper searches when comparing hill climbing with exhaustive search. In all cases, exhaustive search finds simpler theories than greedy search, but these are of a lesser quality. This is consistent with several previous results that show that contrary to the assumptions of Occam's razor, simpler theories often exhibit a worse performance (we refer to [6] for a summary of such results). We explain these results with the fact that these heuristics have been optimized for hill-climbing [13] , and that they thus implicitly take the search process into account. As discussed above, a good heuristic for a hill-climbing search should try to predict the quality of the best rule to which it can be refined to, in order to make sure that the path to the best final rule can be found. This, on the other hand, is not necessary for exhaustive search, where we are guaranteed to find the best rule.
Single Rules
The results in the previous section have shown that exhaustive search generally finds simpler theories, i.e., theories with a smaller total number of conditions. However, a closer investigation of this result uncovers a very interesting finding. Table 2 shows the average complexity of the theories found by hillclimbing (first line) and exhaustive search (second line). As expected, both the total number of rules as well as the total number of conditions are much lower for exhaustive search than for hill-climbing search. Thus, exhaustive search clearly finds more compact theories than hill-climbing search.
However, if we look at the ratio of these two values, i.e., at the average number of conditions per rule, exaustive search almost always (Odds Ratio being the only exception) finds longer rules than hill-climbing. Together with the finding that it also finds fewer rules, this means that on average, the rules found with exhaustive search must have higher coverage than the rules found with hill-climbing. This is contrary to the intuition that rules with higher coverage tend to be more general and therefore shorter than rules with lower coverage.
This result is particularly surprising if we consider that this effect happens even though we implement a bias for more general rules by preferring rules with more coverage in the case of ties. We had expected that this strategy will particularly favor shorter rules because they tend to have a higher coverage, but as the results show, the found rules are considerably more complex, but nevertheless more general. In retrospect, however, it is maybe not surprising that complex high-coverage rules are overlooked by hill-climbing search in favor of shorter rules with somewhat lower coverage.
To ensure that our interpretation of the results are not influenced by the covering strategy, we also performed a second set of experiments, in which we only induce a single rule per class. The purpose of these experiments is to observe the change in terms of conditions per rule for growing beam sizes. Again, Table 3 compares the performance of the hill-climbing search (first line) to the performance of exhaustive search (second line). The accuracies are obtained by using the rules as a complete model. Invariably, for all heuristics, exhaustive search finds rules that are longer, but more accurate, which conforms to the results of Table 2 .
If we compare the results with those where complete models are learned in terms of accuracy, it is rather surprising that they achieve such high values. Most of the heuristics only lack about 10% accuracy on average, Accuracy and Correlation only decrease their performance by approximately 5%. Comparing their model size, both Precision and Laplace are able to achieve this performance level with theories that are about 7 times smaller than the complete theories, for the other heuristics the sizes are reduced to approximately half the size. This confirms the good results for decision stumps in comparison to decision trees [10] .
Results for Individual Datasets
Of course, averaged accuracy over several datasets is a very crude and not very meaningful summary measure that we only used because of the lack of a better alternative. To illustrate the effects of the different search mechanisms without averaging the values, Figure 4 displays results of all interesting heuristics (those where some changes happen) on six selected datasets. The x-axis displays the beam size on a logarithmic scale (again, beam size of 10, 000 denoting exhaustive search), and the y-axis depicts the cross-validated accuracy of the complete rule-based theory on this dataset. Most of the heuristics show some fluctuation between different beam sizes, but typically a clear trend can be recognized. However, some heuristics, primarily WRA, remain quite constant over all sizes and data sets, for reasons we already discussed above. Thus, we only included this heuristic in the plot for "monk2" because there its performance was superior to the other measures. After a degradation of 1.78% in accuracy it achieves the highest value with a beam size of 8 and from then on does not change any more. Note, for example, that in the three datasets in the bottom row, the best overall result has been achieved with exhaustive search, clearly outperforming the best results obtained with hill-climbing or beam search with low beam sizes. However, the over-searching phenomenon can be clearly observed for some heuristics (Laplace and Precision) in the same plots. On other datasets, in particular "breast-cancer" and "breast-wd", all heuristics show strong over-searching. Among all plots, "breast-w-d" shows the strongest fluctuations. However, this is partly due to the different scale: note that the y-axis only displays about 2% of change in accuracy.
The data set "autos-d" is one example for the constant performance gain of the heuristic Odds Ratio, but also of its bad performance in hill-climbing. Up to a beam size of 64, it profits from bigger beam sizes before the accuracy falls down again. High beam sizes > 512 show a comparable accuracy but the theory size drops by 2 conditions. Contrary to the odds ratio, the relative cost measure loses performance. The performance of all other heuristics varies slightly, some ending up better others worse than hill-climbing.
Another interesting plot is the one of "primarytumor". Initially, all heuristics show relatively strong fluctuations, but once the values stabilize, this is a good example for a dataset where most of the heuristics show a clear improvement when moving towards exhaustive search. Namely about 4 heuristics show improvements, 2 remain at the same level and 2 decrease performance. This data set has 17 nominal attributes which have 43 values in total and 22 classes. Thus the search space for this data set is rather large which explains why we still can see changes when moving from beam search with b = 2048 to exhaustive search.
6.4 Runtime of the search methods For completeness, Table 4 shows the runtimes in seconds for the different heuristics. Not surprisingly, the runtime generally increases for more exhaustive searches. However, it is interesting to look at the relative increase for consecutive beam sizes. Some measurements hardly change (e.g., Accuracy with beam size 2 to 16) which means that the number of evaluated rules does not change much. This, again, reflects the fact that some heuristics prefer general (short) rules, and these are already found with low beam sizes.
On the other hand, both Precision and Laplace have a strong bias towards overfitting rules which is also reflected in their runtimes. As the beam grows, the runtime of the algorithm increases. When changing the search to an exhaustive one the time grows again. Precision with over 3 hours takes the maximum amount of total runtime among all heuristics.
Note that the implementation of the exhaustive search sometimes is even more efficient than the beam search with n = 2048. But this holds mostly for heuristics that do not induce many candidate rules as described above.
6.5 Discussion As we have seen above, exhaustive search often finds rules that have a higher coverage than hill-climbing. While the individual rules tend to have a higher quality than the low-coverage rules found by hillclimbing, as can be seen from Table 3 , they also often perform worse in the context of a whole theory. We attribute this to two reasons, which we discuss in more detail below: (i) the good performance of individual rules is often due to more generalization, and (ii) it is a fundamental problem that rules are optimized locally. First, as we are working in a concept-learning scenario where we only learn rules for the positive class, negative examples that are covered by one rule cannot be excluded by learning additional rules. Many of the differences from theories learned by hill-climbing and exhaustive search are due to such high-coverage rules. While have not thoroughly investigated this issue yet, the situation is reminiscent of the small disjuncts problem [11] , which denotes the problem that on the one hand, a large part of the error of a rule-based theory can be attributed to rules with low coverage, but that, conversely, these rules are also necessary to maintain a certain minimum performance.
Second, rule learning heuristics are designed to induce a single rule that optimizes the quality criterion locally in the context of previously found rules. They do not aim to induce a rule that performs optimally in the context of the final rule set. The locality of this choice is maybe best visible in the stopping criterion described in Section 2.2, which only allows to add a rule to the theory if it covers more positives than negatives. The idea behind this criterion is that adding a rule that covers more positives than negatives will decrease the global accuracy of the theory (on the training set). However, this does not imply that accuracy is additive in the sense that optimizing accuracy on each individual rule will optimize global accuracy. Thus, our exhaustive search algorithms are still greedy with respect to the goal of optimizing global performance. A simple approach to address this problem is implemented in the Ripper rule learning algorithm [5] . Its key idea is to iteratively improve the learned set of rules by trying to re-train each rule in the context of all other rules. This option has not been thoroughly evaluated yet, in particular not in the context of exhaustive rule induction.
Conclusion
The main conclusion that we draw from the experiments reported in this paper is that over-searching is not a universal phenomenon. Depending on the search heuristic and the characteristics of the dataset, we may also observe that increasing the search effort may considerably improve the performance of a rule learner.
We have observed over-searching primarily for heuristics where hill-climbing performed generally well, such as for the three heuristics that were optimized for hill-climbing search in [12, 13] . For those, hillclimbing performed best, and the performance decreased steadily and substantially when used with increasing beam widths, as is predicted by the oversearching phenomenon. It should be noted that among the heuristics that we looked at, there was no counterpart that performed as well in exhaustive search as these heuristics performed in hill-climbing. However, the performance of other heuristics (such as Precision or Odds Ratio) did not suffer from exhaustive search or even improved considerably with increased search efforts.
These diverse results are, maybe most obvious when we compare the performance of Precision and Laplace, which differ greatly in their performance in a hillclimbing search, but perform almost identically when used in exhaustive search. Thus, it seems that the prime motivation that lead to the introduction of the Laplace heuristic in CN2 [4, 20] , namely the ability to correct for noise in the data, does not seem the key factor for its improved performance (otherwise we should be able to observe this performance difference with exhaustive search as well).
A key finding that helps to understand these results is that exhaustive search learns fewer, but substantially longer rules. This means that the longer rules found by exhaustive search are nevertheless often more general than the shorter rules found by a hill-climbing search. In some cases, this leads to a better performance, whereas in other cases it leads to over-generalization. In particular, we observed for all heuristics that the first rule found by exhaustive search is typically both, longer and more accurate than the first rule found by hillclimbing search. Thus, the main problem that causes the loss in accuracy seems to be in the interplay of rule induction and the covering loop.
Note that our experiments have not addressed a fundamental problem in separate-and-conquer rule learning, namely that rules have to be learned by optimizing a local quality criterion, whereas they will be used in the context of an entire theory. While this holds for both, hill-climbing and exhaustive search, it may nevertheless have affected our results: more general rules will often have a higher local evaluation than more specific rules, but those weaker rules may perform better in a complete theory (e.g., because they cover fewer negative examples). It is still an open question how to propagate a global quality criterion back to local optimization problems [14] .
Another factor that explains the observed performance differences is that search heuristics for rule learning algorithms have to address several goals simultaneously: on the one hand, they have to estimate a rule's predictive quality, on the other hand, they have to evaluate the rule's potential for being refined into a rule that has a high predictive quality. However, with increasing search efforts, the importance of the latter point decreases, because the chances that high-quality rules will be found without guidance of the search increase. Thus, we think that good heuristics for exhaustive search have different requirements than good heuristics for hill-climbing search. Most of the efforts in inductive rule learning have been devoted only to the latter problem, whereas we would argue that finding a suitable metric for exhaustive rule induction is still an open problem. We plan to address this in a similar way as had been previously performed for hill-climbing search [13] . As soon as this has been solved, we can address the second step, which is to clearly separate the search heuristic and the rule evaluation metric in inductive rule learning algorithms.
An interesting open question is how these results relate to rule algorithms like CBA [17] that employ an Apriori-like exhaustive search for exhaustively searching for rules that satisfy certain constraints. For example, it seems reasonable to expect that the minimum support constraint that is typically used will avoid some overfitting behavior, but a systematic exploration of this issue is still pending.
